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--------------------- 
 1. Introduction 
--------------------- 
Welcome to this guide. This guide is about the game Chase HQ 2 which is  
the second sequel of the Chase HQ series. This guide is a guide of this  
game and I hope by reading this guide to benefit regarding this game.  
The genre of this game is a car racing game. 

This game is a car chasing car game which the cop's car chasing the  
criminals' car in the pursuit of napping the criminals. Brace yourself  
to face some tough tracks and avoid innocent cars along the way with  
the best professional skill to nap these criminals to avoid disasters  
along the way of hurting those innocent victims. 

I wrote this guide for a few reasons. Firstly, it's because this guide  
is without a FAQ so I decided to write an FAQ about it. Secondly, my  
aim is to benefit you readers with this guide and the most importantly,  
my aim to improve my FAQ skills and to prevent rustiness of this game. 

This game is a production with copyright and licensed of Sega  
Enterprises, which is created by Taito and released in 23rd of October  



in 1992. Please read the legal notes if you are going to put it on your  
website or any beneficial intentions. (Refer to legal notes) 

------------------------------ 
       2. Legal notes 
------------------------------ 

This FAQ is a legal document of Thanos rulzs and no one should sell,  
copy, modify, put up on your website or have any selfish intentions of  
benefiting yourself. In short, you can't do anything to this FAQ unless  
you have my permission.  Anyone who voids this disclaimer will be  
prosecuted by international law should you be caught red handed. Anyone  
who sees this FAQ being put to illegal purposes should contact me at  
maxidestroyer@hotmail.com. Only mentioned websites are only allowed to  
be place this FAQ. (Refer to FAQ Appearance) 

---------------------- 
  FAQ Appearance 
---------------------- 
* GameFaqs 

--------------------- 
   3. Game Guide 
--------------------- 
In this guide, I have split this guide in a few sections for easy  
reading. 

------------------------ 
       3.1 Controls 
------------------------ 

Buttons: 

A button: Brake 
B button: Accelerator 
C button: Turbo button- to activate a speed enhancement 

Dpad:  

Left: To move car to the left 
Right: To move car to the right 
UP and Down: Nothing changes on movement of the car 

------------------------ 
   3.2 Options 
------------------------ 

Game start: 
To start the game/mission 

Options: 
To make changes to the options 
* Difficulty Level- Normal or Hard 
* Credits- how many continues (1 to 3 continues) 
* Sound test- to test the game's BGM 
* Gear- to have car driving manual or automatic 

---------------------- 



   3.3 Basic Guide 
---------------------- 

Before starting the game, the female colleague will show you the  
mission is and the track info for you to know for every mission also  
brings you back for more elaboration of the mission ahead. When you are  
starting the game, the screen will display a number of things. The low  
and high bar refers to the gears you are using; when you drive the gear  
is high. Damage bar refers to the criminal car's life bar and number of  
times you need to hit to arrest him. The distance bar refers to how far  
you and the enemies are. The speed indicator shows the speed rate you  
are driving with maximum of 205mph. 

The score display the score you have. When driving the score will go up  
and continue counting until your car stops. The engine fan below shows  
how many turbo engines you can activate before it runs out. Once it's  
activated, the speed goes up with a notch with a given time limit. The  
time limit refers to the amount of time you are allocated to complete  
the mission so don't waste time. At times, use the small bridge to lift  
you up in the air to cover up some ground to save time. Do avoid  
obstructions like stones, snow flakes etc. 

There are three cars to choose from every mission. 

The red car: Fast car with little damage or strength (knock down  
easily) 

The blue car: Quite fast in speed and medium damage and medium strength 

The green truck: Slow in speed with powerful damage and great strength 

-------------------------- 
   3.4 Game Guide 
-------------------------- 
Mission 1: Chase a Yellow car on the loose 
Difficulty: Easy 
  Track info: 
Along the highway 
* Avoid the cars at first, banging them will slow speed down 
* Don't drive yourself to the edge of the grass or you will slow  
down or stop 
* Don't hit the lamppost or you will slow down or stop 
* Avoid signs to the grass to prevent stopping of your car 
* Then jump on the small bridge to cover some ground, if you don't  
avoid cars or you'll be forced to stop for a while 
* Then avoid the cars and the obstruction signs 
* Then you will enter the underpass and the distance meter will  
start to drop and you will meet the boss soon. 
* When you are out, you will face the boss 

Boss:

The boss's car is red in color like the yellow car you have to chase  
him in the bridge. Control your speed or you will fall off and start at  
where you fall off again. When you are back on the roads, use the turbo  
engine and damage the car as much as possible. Then in the underpass,  
continue damaging the car until there's flame meaning it's losing. Then  
on the roads, you should finish the car off. 



Mission complete!!! 
"You are under arrest of the suspicion of murder and robbery" with the  
picture shown after mission is complete.  

Note: Points awarded to the time left as well the bonus points   

Mission 2: Chase the Red car 
Seaside- Bay, bridge 
Danger- High Sea 
Difficulty: Easy 
* Travel on road, avoid the cars 
* When on bridge, beware of water splashing from the sea, they will  
pull you down to the sea and start where you fell off which  
wastes time and speed 
* Control the speed or you also be falling off the bridge 
* Back on road, avoid all cars 
* Go where the arrows points when you reach a two way path 
* Soon you'll meet up the boss 

Boss: The Red sports car 
The car is almost similar to the red car you have, but bigger and has a  
bumper. Follow the car and attack the car to the corner area. Then  
there's a road pass, jump off the small bridge in the middle to gain  
some ground, and enter the underpass afterwards. The sequence follows  
until you beat down this car. 

Mission 2 complete!!!! 
"You have been under arrest on suspicion of selling drugs" after you  
beat him. 

Mission 3: Chase the purple Van 
Difficulty: Hard 
Comment: You may need to continue on this one, hard to damage the van 
Mountains 
Danger: Frozen roads   
* Start at the roadside  
* Avoid all cars and trucks 
* Avoid rocks on the way, but at times, when timing is right, the  
car get jump over to gain some distance if you go over the rock  
correctly.
* Also avoid the snowflakes on the road. They slow you down and  
also eventually turns the car over and you need to start the car  
over again. 
* Go where the arrow points 
* Then avoid the snowflakes again 
* You'll meet the boss soon 

Boss: The purple Van 
When you chase it, avoid the snowflakes and hit the van. Once it gets  
hit, the van door will open and a person will shoot bullets, so avoid  
them. You will chase from the roads, to the bridge. On the bridge,  
control speed limit or you'll fall off the bridge and start over where  
you fall off. Time may be your greatest enemy here. Then follow it to  
the road and then the underpass. Avoid all cars. Best bet is to drive  
next to the van then keep banging on the sided for multiple hits. You  
should beat him in no time. 

Mission 3 complete!!!!! 



"You have been arrested on suspicion of kidnapping" after you beat this  
guy. 

Mission 4: Chase the green vehicle 
Difficulty: Hard 
Comment: You also may continue on this one, hard to damage the car 
Desert Area 
Danger: Rough roads 
* Travel on the road, avoid all cars 
* Then helicopter comes, avoid the bomb it drops 
* Turn to the place where the arrows points 
* Then go through the underpass, avoid all cars 
* Then when you are out on the roads, avoid the tree dusts that is  
settled on the roads 
* Then you will meet the boss shortly 

Boss: The green vehicle 

Avoid the tree dusts on the road that has the same effect. Then chase  
it along the roads. Attacks when you can. Then the helicopter comes  
again. Avoid the bomb it drops and continue chasing the car. You will  
go through the underpass, take this chance to hit the car. Time may be  
your greatest enemy here. Then back on the road, avoid the tree dusts  
and the cars, which is rather annoying in this stage. All of them will  
be together and may hit you. Then the helicopter comes again and the  
sequence follows until you beat this car down. 

Mission 4 complete!!!!! 

"You have been arrested on suspicion of terrorism" after you beat this        
mission 

Mission 5: Chase the Green Van and the truck 
Difficulty: Hard 
Comment: May continue on this one also, boss has two section to be  
dealt with
Industrial- Border, estate area 
Danger: Crossings 
* Travel on the road, avoid the trucks 
* Then reach a small bridge at the middle, jump off to gain some  
ground 
* Then back on the roads, avoid the cars 
* Then jump off the small bridge again, this time at the left of  
the screen
* Travel on the roads, avoid cars and don't move to the sideways. 
* Go through the underpass and meet the boss. 

Boss: The green Van 

Once you hit it, the door will open and the person will shoot  
whenever you get near it. It's the same as the purple van that we  
met earlier and this time, it's better. Avoid the cars and the only  
good thing is that it only has the road to travel, no more tricky  
bridges. Use the same strategy use on the purple van and you will do  
fine. Time is also your enemy here so disposed of it fast. When you  
damage enough, the vehicle will spilt into two and turn into a truck  
like you have and run away. 

Avoid cars along the way and when you reach the security checkpoint,  



jump on the small bridge in the middle or you hit the checkpoint and  
start where you stop again. Then jump at the small bridge at the  
left at the second checkpoint and travel on the roads again. Then  
move where the arrow points and you will meet the boss again. Then  
the helicopter comes, avoid the bombs, at the same time, attacks the  
boss. Then avoid the security checkpoint again, small bridge at the  
middle. Then you will meet up some cones along the way. Avoid them  
and you are back on the roads. Attack the truck whenever you can and  
when you damage enough, the final boss will be defeated. 

Mission 5 complete!!!!!! 

"You have been arrested on suspicion of illegal practice and extortion  
after this mission is complete. 

Sit back and watch the short ending. 

------------------------- 
  3.6 boss section 
------------------------- 

Stage 1: 
Difficulty: easy 

Boss:

The boss's car is red in color like the yellow car you have to chase  
him in the bridge. Control your speed or you will fall off and start at  
where you fall off again. When you are back on the roads, use the turbo  
engine and damage the car as much as possible. Then in the underpass,  
continue damaging the car until there's flame meaning it's losing. Then  
on the roads, you should finish the car off. 

Stage 2: 
Difficulty: easy 

Boss:

The boss's car is red in color like the yellow car you have to chase  
him in the bridge. Control your speed or you will fall off and start at  
where you fall off again. When you are back on the roads, use the turbo  
engine and damage the car as much as possible. Then in the underpass,  
continue damaging the car until there's flame meaning it's losing. Then  
on the roads, you should finish the car off. 

Stage 3 

Boss: The purple Van 
Difficulty: Hard 

When you chase it, avoid the snowflakes and hit the van. Once it gets  
hit, the van door will open and a person will shoot bullets, so avoid  
them. You will chase from the roads, to the bridge. On the bridge,  
control speed limit or you'll fall off the bridge and start over where  
you fall off. Time may be your greatest enemy here. Then follow it to  
the road and then the underpass. Avoid all cars. Best bet is to drive  
next to the van then keep banging on the sided for multiple hits. You  
should beat him in no time. 

Stage 4 



Difficulty: Medium 

Boss: The green vehicle 
Avoid the tree dusts on the road that has the same effect. Then chase  
it along the roads. Attacks when you can. Then the helicopter comes  
again. Avoid the bomb it drops and continue chasing the car. You will  
go through the underpass, take this chance to hit the car. Time may be  
your greatest enemy here. Then back on the road, avoid the tree dusts  
and the cars, which is rather annoying in this stage. All of them will  
be together and may hit you. Then the helicopter comes again and the  
sequence follows until you beat this car down. 

Stage 5 
Difficulty:medium 

Boss form 1: The green Van 
Once you hit it, the door will open and the person will shoot  
whenever you get near it. It's the same as the purple van that we  
met earlier and this time, it's better. Avoid the cars and the only  
good thing is that it only has the road to travel, no more tricky  
bridges. Use the same strategy use on the purple van and you will do  
fine. Time is also your enemy here so disposed of it fast. When you  
damage enough, the vehicle will spilt into two and turn into a truck  
like you have and run away. 

Avoid cars along the way and when you reach the security checkpoint,  
jump on the small bridge in the middle or you hit the checkpoint and  
start where you stop again. Then jump at the small bridge at the  
left at the second checkpoint and travel on the roads again. Then  
move where the arrow points and you will meet the boss again. Then  
the helicopter comes, avoid the bombs, at the same time, attacks the  
boss. Then avoid the security checkpoint again, small bridge at the  
middle. Then you will meet up some cones along the way. Avoid them  
and you are back on the roads. Attack the truck whenever you can and  
when you damage enough, the final boss will be defeated. 

-------------------------- 
  4. Contact information 
-------------------------- 
Any comments or strategies or anything I have left out, please drop me  
a mail at maxidestroyer@hotmail.com. You will be credited and please  
don't be annoyed when I don't reply because I quite busy at school at  
times. Thanks for reading this guide. And don't give stupid questions  
or I won't answer them. Once again, thank you for reading this guide. 

Email I will take: 

ｷ Useful information 
ｷ Any things I miss out 
ｷ Questions 
ｷ Constructive criticisms 
ｷ Requesting the FAQ to put on certain website 

Email I will NOT take: 

ｷ Spam mails 
ｷ Useless information 



ｷ Questions that痴 covered in the guide 
ｷ Stupid questions 
ｷ Spam my thoughts 

-------------------------- 
  5. FAQ and information 
-------------------------- 

How fun is it? 
Read my review for better understanding 

How to play this game? 
Read the above FAQ 

Any cheats? 
I think nope. 

If you don't reply on the email, what do I do? 
Post it the questions on the board or post it on my small forum at  
http://members4.boardhost.com/Thanos 

How many missions are there? Do they last long? 
There are 5 mission and they do not last long. 

-------------------------------- 
  6. My review of this game 
-------------------------------- 

This game is a car chasing car game which the cop's car chasing the  
criminals' car in the pursuit of napping the criminals. Brace yourself  
to face some tough tracks and avoid innocent cars along the way with  
the best professional skill to nap these criminals to avoid disasters  
along the way of hurting those innocent victims.   
In this game, there a few missions to fulfill, which is to nap  
criminals as well as keep the streets safe with your driving technique  
skills for safe and peaceful napping of these criminals.   
  
Gameplay:   
The controls are easy to get used to, though it can still improved the  
better. The gameplay is rather smooth and you have three cars to choose  
from any missions. When you drive, there's also an indicator whether  
there's a criminal on the large or not as well as the speed indicators.  
There are also cars and trucks and road signs and underpasses and  
bridges to making the game more challenging and to make it realistic  
about napping the criminal on the large. There's a driving options to  
choose from: Manual or turbo mode, which standardized the game. There  
are also some tough obstacles to pass and some tricky situations like  
snow tracks, stones to make the game challenging. The game difficulty  
is medium because at some missions are quite difficult and you can  
easily fall of the bridge or stop or slow down because of some  
obstructions. It can be quite frustrating at first, but you will get  
used to it fast.   
  
Video and audio:   
The video is okay, but it can still improve with better graphics as  
well as some clear images of the cars, trucks. The tracks are rather  
horrid in this game as well as the cars and trucks in this game.   
The audio is also passable, but also can improve because some tracks  
are rather horrid and boring.   
  



Replay value:   
Very poor replay value in this game, once you complete, there's nothing  
to drive you further to play this game except bore doom. With little to  
play for, this game is not the game to play for hours with little  
replay value.   
  
Overall, this game is okay but like I said in the replay section, it's  
not the game you want to buy unless you really like hitting opponents  
so much. As for renting it, I have no comment. If you want to have this  
game, my suggestion to buy a cartridge with many games in one with this  
game in it.   
  
Entertainment: 6/10   
Gameplay: 6/10   
Replay value: 2/10   
Video and audio: 6/10 

Reviewer's score 5/10 

Note: This review is based on what I think on this game. Do not send  
spam or hate mails or I will blacklist you and block your mail or will  
not reply for any question for the FAQs I wrote. 

---------------------- 
7. Credits 
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